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Abstract
The text normalisation (tokenisation and pre-processing) and
the linguistic analysis (grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and
prosody generation) within the Elan text-to-speech (TTS)
industrial system are described. This system comprises eight
languages: French, English, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese,
German, Russian, Italian and Polish. Applications involving
output normalisation are also presented.

1. Introduction
To fulfil the market demands in the field of embedded
applications (automotive, pocket automatic translators),
telecommunications (e-mail readers throughout the telephone,
call centres,, spoken books and newspapers) and multimedia
(games, assistance to disabled people, “reading machines”
with scanner and OCR for blind and partially-sighted people),
the current text-to-speech synthesis system retailed by Elan
TTS comprises eight languages: French, British and
American English, Castilian and Venezuelan Spanish,
Brazilian Portuguese, German, Russian, Italian and Polish.
Dutch, Arabic and Turkish are under development. This
system is based on the concatenation of acoustic units (mainly
diphones) and on their prosodic modification thanks to the
signal processing TD-PSOLA algorithm (Time Domain Pitch
Synchronous OverLap-Add ) [1].

In this article, we take stock of the progress state and of
the fruits of applied rather than exploratory research. We
present the text normalisation (Section 2), the linguistic
analysis for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and prosody
generation (Section 3) and the synthesis output normalisation
(Section 4).

2. Text normalisation
The first step in a speech synthesis system consists of
transforming a text into a list of sentences organised in
words, which assumes a series of pre-processing procedures.
Table 1 sums up the essential of what our pre-processing
takes into account: measurement units of the International
System (IS), non-alphanumerical symbols (such as
backslash), etc. The order in which the types of patterns are
set is not indifferent, but corresponds to the order in which
these ones are examined by the program: roughly speaking,
the first three lines only concern alphabetic characters; the
following ones (from 4 to D in hexadecimal) gather digits and
letters; and the patterns of the last two lines begin with a non-
alphanumerical character.

The patterns’ capture is multilingual, even though the
associated actions are of course language-dependent (for
spelling rules especially). Examples among the simplest ones
for time (from 0:00 to 23:59) and e-mail addresses are:

([01]?[0-9]|2[0-4]):[0-5][0-9]

[[:alnum:]][[:alnum:].-]*[[:alnum:]] @[[:alnum:]][[:alnum:].-
]*[[:alnum:]]

where [:alnum:] denotes “alphanumerical” and where
brackets delimit the arguments of |. We use the conventional
notation of regular expressions, in particular applied in
flex. We widely made use of this tool, especially for  pre-
processing.

A usage in e-mail addresses consists of keeping the first
letter of the given name before the family name (e.g. that of
the second author, which results in an initial bs): hence, we
see to it that the first consonant is spelled out in 300
sequences of two consonants not attested in beginning of
word, in French, English and Spanish. As for suffixes, they
are spelled out if they are composed of two letters, with a
few exceptions such as .es /punto es/ in Spanish.

General procedures are developed for inverting currency
symbols such as £ (Pound Sterling, handling pence, or Italian
Lira). The plural of measurement units is foreseen (e.g.
metros), as well as the different pronunciations of the digit 1,
which depends among others on the gender of the following
word (e.g. um or uma in Portuguese). It is noticeable though,
that for contextual abbreviations, the left context is more
often looked at in English. For instance, Tasman Dr is
translated as “Tasman Drive” and not as “Tasman Doctor”;
in French, the honorary title “maître” is recognised thanks to
the initial capital letter of the following word, for instance in
Me Dupont.

The English language is also particular in its use of the
decimal point (and, inversely, of the comma as thousand
separator), in its pronunciation of time, years, dates
(different in British and in American). But Polish and
German are quite as specific too, for their notation with the
help of dots of cardinal numbers (even written with Roman
figures), which in addition may be declined: am 2. Januar,
for instance, should be read “am zweiten Januar”. All this is
parameterised in a common architecture, of regular
grammars.

The Russian language, for its Cyrillic alphabet, requires
further processing for transliteration, especially linked to the
reading of Internet addresses and sites. Basic contextual
rules are added (e.g. ‘sh’ →  ‘ ’ /S/), as well as spelling rules
for words only made up of consonants or isolated letters (e.g.
‘f’ →  ‘ ’ /Ef/).

Since each discipline has its own abbreviations and
symbols, the meaning of which should sometimes be known,
we could multiply the numbers of homonimies, especially if
we do not take into account the upper/lower case opposition
and the abbreviative period: the latter is not of use in
measurement units, in chemical elements, in the other
typographical abbreviations which keep the last letter of the



abbreviated word;  but since it “absorbs” the sentence
final punctuation mark, arbitrating between what is and
what is not a sentence separator is not trivial, and may
anticipate on ulterior steps. Consequently, in the
various languages, a field end_of_sentence=maybe can
be transmitted to the next modules.

The status the dot should be granted is a typical case of
interference —  and it can be noticed that it is susceptible to
be present in almost all the patterns of Table 1 — , but a
great many other confusions may occur: e.g. CM (acronym or
Roman figure), Cm (curium) or cm (measurement unit)…
Since we have to disregard uses to a certain extent, an
exception file is left accessible to the user, who may specify
or not case-sensitiveness: hundreds of acronyms and proper
names were this way introduced, especially in German and in
French. Likewise, the spelling of Roman figures,
measurement units, punctuation marks (and of any character)
may be parameterised —  by default, the former are read as
such (for instance, MC=1100) and the latter are not spelled.

On the other hand, we developed a flexible tool for
parsing HTML pages, which is capable of producing a
skeleton of applications ready to be filled in. The aim and the
main interest of this tool are to simplify the user’s task, in a
transparent way, to let him/her choose what he/she wants to
hear, for example with a view to describing Web pages:
reading of the text only or of the links only, description of the
document and of the image format, etc. This software was
integrated so that e-mails may be read properly when they
are in the HTML format. With a language identification
module (based on the 200 most frequent words of each
language), the Elan e-mail reading service, Dial & play,
filters out headers, partially re-accentuates the text and
processes specific items such as smileyes.

3. Linguistic analysis: grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion and prosody generation

The core of the TTS system linguistic processing proceeds in
five steps: morphological analysis (especially to split up
compounds in German); part-of-speech tagging (lexicon-
based and/or using lists of function words, roots, prefixes
and terminations, as well as contextual disambiguation
heuristics); syntactic analysis (phrasing or shallow parsing);
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (possibly with lexical
stress assignment and syllabification, particular attention
being paid to the pronunciation of loan words and proper
names);  at least, prosody generation (pitch, duration,
intensity parameters and pauses). For this purpose, Elan has
worked in collaboration with various research laboratories. In
the following, we briefly describe the front end linguistic
processing of our eight languages, which are tackled in

depth, in different publications: English, German, Russian,
French, Spanish, Italian and Polish. The reader will notice
the course of approach diversity, whereas other multilingual
systems privilege homogeneity [2,3]: for the essential steps
which grapheme-to-phoneme (GP) conversion and prosody
generation are, languages take advantage of morpho-syntactic
analysis differently.

For GP transcription in the various languages, an expert
system-like approach is adopted. except in English, where an
analogy-based approach is applied [4]. Indeed, the results
achieved with an explicit knowledge-based approach have
not been superseded yet, generally, by the results of
machine-learning techniques (decision trees, neural
networks, stochastic models, etc.), despite the huge efforts
made for a decade. In French for instance, we tested the
accuracy rate of our GP converter against a 56,000 word
corpus extracted from the newspaper Le Monde: with a word
error rate of less than 1% (80% of which come from proper
names), it competes with the best system, also rule-based,
assessed on a similar task [5].

3.1. English

In English, a local grammar is used, obtained by self-learning
with Brill’s algorithm [6], and completed by hand-crafted
rules. The output is a labeled tree as follows:

((S This/DT (VP is/VBZ (NP (NP a/DT test/NN)
sentence/NN))) ./.)

The prosodic phrasing is based on Grosjean’s “performance
structures” as used by [7], and follows the ToBI scheme
(TOnes and Break Indices) stemming from Pierrehumbert’s
works [8]. The learning was performed on various corpora
from the Linguistic Data Consortium —  LDC
(http://morph.ldc.upenn.edu).

3.2. German

In German, a two-level model [9] is applied for both
morphological analysis and GP conversion: this formalism is
composed of a lexicon conceived as a finite-state automaton
(letters naming transitions) and of rules, in charge of
establishing if the relation between surface sequence and
lexical sequence is acceptable or not. Here, for example,
some rules perform the devoicing of final consonants and
deal with stressing, based on the word decomposition into
lemmas.

Only the generation of prosody uses machine-learning
techniques, from a database labeled in terms of prosodic
groups and of sentence accents, as developed by [10]: a
recurrent network with two hidden layers.

# space or tabulation type of pattern character
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

blank

common abbreviations
first names and honorary titles
acronyms with abbreviative dots
dates, hours and durations
telephone numbers
currencies
decimal, ordinal numbers…
Roman figures
URLs and e-mail addresses
words possibly spelled out
fractions
measurement units (IS… )
mathematic expressions
non alpha-numerical symbols
computer file extensions

dash

at-sign

dot

comma

colon

slash

apostrophe

Table 1: in the mid column the type of
pattern (from 1 to F). The columns
which surround it give examples of
special characters which compose each
of them. The blank (space or
tabulation) is kept apart, not only for
the sake of readability, but also
because of the particular role of
synchronisation it may play. In the
case of acronyms,  it is only observed
with the case of what follows,  to pro-
cess the last abbreviative period. As
for  carriage return, it is considered as
an end of sentence if it is doubled; it is
considered as a blank otherwise.



3.3. Russian

In Russian, the even higher richness (with respect to
German) of the declension system also requires a
morphological analysis: this one is made on the basis of a
research for roots and inflexions [11]. The morphological
cutting is exploited as far as in the phonological rules for
palatalisation and vowel reduction. Concerning the sentence
division into prosodic groups and the assignment of “phrase
accents”, punctuation marks are used, as well as the number,
the position and the part-of-speech (PoS) of words: for
instance, a prosodic boundary is placed before a
prepositional phrase, before co-ordination conjunctions other
than  (“or”) and  (“and”), and before conjugated forms
of verbs other than the auxiliary  (“to be”).

3.4. French

In French, where morpho-syntactic tagging and GP
transcription are combined, the system uses 553 transcription
rules and a lexicon comprising about 30,000 words: words
which are exceptions to the transcription rules and words
which make the linguistic analysis easier [12]: function
words or, for example, livre (“book”), which may be a verb
or a noun. Linguistic resources (see Table 2) are used in the
following order:

1. lexicon of idioms
2. lexicon of individual words (exceptions)
3. table of prefixes (and goto 1 if a prefix is stored)
4. table of roots
5. table of endings
6. storage of the final s and goto 1
7. transcription and transformation rules, morpho-syntactic

tagging rules (and disambiguation rules for
heterophonous homographs)

8. phrasing rules for breath groups and placement of
prosodic boundaries

9. rules for the so-called liaisons and mute e
If necessary, several passages are foreseen.

Some contextual rules are applied for part-of-speech
tagging, examining each word in a context ranging from five
words to the left and four words to the right. For determining
the pronunciation of heterophonous homographs which
belong to the same category, advantage is taken of the
semantic fields of words such as fils (“son(s)” or “trheads”)
—  the ambiguity may also be solved by the presence of a
dash or of an initial capital letter (e.g. Rodez).

number of entries accentuated unaccentuated
lexicon of proper names 6169

lexicon of idioms 2147 2702
lexicon of individual words 23,639 24,121

table of prefixes 73 73
table of roots 333 1732

table of endings 211 281
transcription rules 553 553

transformation rules 11
morpho-syntactic classes 683 2571

rules for PoS tagging 810 860
disambiguation rules 498 10,806

rules for breath groups 153
rules for liaisons 62

rules for the mute e 52 ( only 10 applied)

Table 2: data used for the linguistic processing of
French which accepts texts in standard or poor typo-

graphy (i.e. accentuated or unaccentuated). The rela-
tively high number of morpho-syntactic classes comes
from the fact that words often belong to several ca-
tegories. It is up to the linguistic analysis to reduce it.

Without making use of machine-learning techniques, a
dependency grammar is used [13]. A prosodic boundary is
placed after a given word if the following three words belong
to precise categories. About 150 rules are necessary to yield
this phrasing. Example:

Sa tactique | est de laisser faire || et de se réserver ainsi | le
droit de blâmer.
On ne va jamais aussi loin || que lorsqu’on ne sait pas | où
l’on va.

Revealing a notation close to that of Ph. Martin, these rules
may be gathered into 57 markers, to which 9 markers should
be added for pauses, ranging from 10 ms to 875 ms. With the
number of syllables, these prosodic markers are used for the
generation of melody and duration —  Bartkova’s model [14].

3.5. Spanish

In Spanish, a dependency grammar stemming from works by
[15] is also exploited for the generation of pauses [16]. The
analysis consists of segmenting the written string into non-
recursive sequences (made up of adjacent words) and into
blocks (made up of sequences). Four types of dependencies
between syntactic constituents are distributed: dependencies
are represented by arrows in Table 3.

* co-ordination of blocks or of sequences
.[al afirmar] [que el Gobierno ha arruinado su credibilidad]
              <--------. <-------. <----------.
<---------------------------------------¦
[ y que carece ][ de previsión ]...

-----. <--------.
* two blocks depend on the same block
[Comprobaremos ][, a la hora ][ de hacer la demarcación ]
     <-----------. <------. <------.
     <----------------------------------¦
[, si también han subido las tarifas ].

-----. <------------.
* a block depends on the following one
[Entre batallas públicas][,Solchaga] [intentó reconducirlo]
                    <-----------.<-----
       .---------¦-------------->
[ con medidas ][ de eficacia discutida ].
------. <---------.
* inclusion of a block
[Lo fundamental] [en momentos] [de crisis] [es mantener]
      <---------. <-------.
      <---------------------¦-------. <
[ un estrategia ][ a largo plazo ].

-------. <-----.

Table 3: examples of dependencies, in Spanish,
between sequences (bolded, italicised or underlined)
and between blocks (indicated between square
brackets).

3.6. Brazilian

In Brazilian, prosodic structures inspired by [17] and based
on the analysis of 208 utterances, are composed of



“phonological phrases” and of “intonational phrases”.
Constituents are identified by prosodic boundaries:  in the
beginning of a predicate, of a prepositional phrase (except
the preposition de (“of”)), etc. — , which may be deleted in a
second step. To each word of the sentence, the prosodic
parsing assigns a marker representing its prominence degree:
20 markers, gathered in 4 levels, are used. Taking into
account five markers to the left and to the right, F0 contours
are concatenated and adjusted to minimise distortion (see
[13] and Table 4).

k      [0    ]         80      [0    ]
      [262]         42      [235]      42      [228]

f       [0    ]      134       [0    ]
‘E     [213]         56      [216]      56      [207]
//m[14] A(2) prep AF
s      [0    ]       144      [0    ]
e )i     [280]         47      [274]      47      [260]
//m[1] A(1)T(2)A(3) sub
     [260]          39      [204]      39      [159]

s      [0   ]       154      [0    ]
‘u    [170]          57      [150]      57      [133]
k     [0    ]          74      [0    ]
a     [133]        100       [133]
“      [0    ]          96      [0    ]

Table 4: extract from a prosodic file in Brazilian,
adapted from [18]. Each line other than a comment
indicates the phoneme symbol, its initial pitch, its
duration in milliseconds, its final pitch —  possibly
with intermediate target points. Pitch values in hertz
are reported between square brackets.

3.7. Italian

A similar approach, but even closer to the chinks ’n chunks
algorithm [19] is applied in Italian [20], where a chunk
grammar cuts sentences into non-recursive segments. This
grammar partially draws its inspiration from research in
psychology on the duration of pauses in reading, and on
“naive” parsing. Evidence for the existence of these chunks is
the so-called raddoppiamento (fono)sintattico ((phono-)
syntactic doubling), in central and southern Italian (e.g. vado
a [R:]oma). The present analysis, where linguistic
descriptions are encoded by labels rather than by a phrase
structure, is not exhaustive, but results in a deterministic,
quick and robust analysis —  on running texts. An example of
phrasing is given below:

Per concludere,        ci devo essere            per le sei e trenta.
chunk type 2             chunk type 1              chunk type 3
(major continuation  minor continuation    terminal boundary)

On the Multext Italian corpus [21], the most frequent chunk
is preposition noun, and the 10 most frequent chunk types
cover more than 86 % of the occurrences.

Even though the link between syntax and prosody is
controversial, information on chunks is used, together with
the stress location, the type of stressed syllable (open or
closed, followed or not by a geminate) and the type of
phoneme (voiced or unvoiced consonant, stressed or
unstressed vowel), for the generation of prosodic parameters
(pitch and duration) and the distribution of pauses. A bottom-
up approach has been adopted, based on the Multext corpus.

The pitch of each phoneme is defined by two values:
initial and final. For a male voice and a female voice, a
baseline and a topline are defined, as well as different pitch
levels (¼-tone-spaced in a range of about 10 semitones) and
intonational patterns (e.g. a rise expressing the interrogative
modality). The initial pitch of each phoneme is connected to

the final pitch of the preceding one (if any): this way,
discontinuities between phonemes are avoided, and a certain
variability is introduced.

For durations, multiplicative coefficients are applied to
the intrinsic duration of each phoneme: six factors are
distinguished, in particular to account for the pre-boundary
lengthening. Considering Italian as a syllable-timed
language, the reduction of unstressed vowels was avoided.
This phoneme-based model seems to be more suited than
others, based on units of higher level.

Pauses at least are associated to punctuation marks: of
one second for strong punctuation marks, of 200 ms for weak
punctuation marks (such a the comma). Shorter pauses are
inserted before certain words if the number of syllables is
high enough.

3.8. Polish

In Polish, a cognate approach is proposed for pauses and
duration, and the chinks ’n chunks algorithm is claimed for
pitch control. A word model (distinguishing different types of
syllables) and a phrase model are applied: chunk intonation is
approached by taking into consideration three general types of
pitch contours (see Figure 2). Type 3 is introduced to account
for wh-questions: in a question asked by using particles such
as kto (“who”), gdzie (“where”), etc., a statement-like
intonation is applied with a peek on the interrogative word
and a slight rise at the end of the sentence [22].

Figure 2: pitch patterns for statements, yes/no
questions and wh-questions, in Polish.

4.  Output normalisation
Besides pauses, the output of the linguistic processing
modules in each language is a table of phonemes with their
initial and final pitch values (and possibly a finer stylisation,
see Table 4) and the associated durations. This section mainly
aims at normalising the TTS synthesis output. Among the
norms we accept, we may cite the Microsoft API (SAPI for
Speech Application Programming Interface), a framework
offering a standardisation of software developments around
speech synthesis, voice command, dictation, telephony, etc.

Some aspects of MPEG4 (ISOIEC standard developed by
MPEG and finalised since October 1998) also relate to TTS
synthesis: the format enables us to send parameters for the
animation of talking heads, with a synchronisation of lips
configuration with the corresponding phonemes. It should be
supported by the synthesis, which generates speech from text
or from a sequence of phonemes with their prosodic
parameters (much less space-consuming than a sound file):
control markups are added for this purpose. The following
functions are defined: synthesis from the original prosody,
lips synchronisation, pause/stop/fast forward/rewind, yielding
the phonemes in IPA Unicode (see Table 5).

A supplementary application of TTS synthesis is
transcoding into SAMPA (SAM Phonetic Alphabet) [23], so
that the SAMPA symbols may be accepted as input by the
synthesis and, inversely, to allow the translation of an
orthographic text into SAMPA. SAMPA is a well-established,

F0

time

F0

time

F0

time

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

affirmative Y/N question WH-question



authoritative reference in the speech and natural language
processing communities. This alphabet is also used in a
number of applications calling out phonetic data. For
example, for meteorological or road information, a database
may provide the transcriptions of European place names in
SAMPA, without specifying the language. The problem is to
pronounce any phonetic string in the target language. Now the
/r/ and the /D/ of English and Spanish do not correspond to
the same phonemes.

In the TTS system, we know what the language is; but a
mere transcoding towards the internal codes of the synthesis
is not enough, because there is not a one-to-one
correspondence between the SAMPA and the synthesis codes
(see the column indicating the number of phones in Table 6).
A few rules are therefore applied, which additionally assure a
cross-language approximation between the phonemes of
French, English, German, Spanish, etc. (see Table 5). The
loss of information which may result also raised a problem for
a norm such as SSML [24] Here, the results of an automatic
clustering on purely acoustic criteria have been used [25].
Example of contextual rule:

Spanish or Italian /J/ à  German /n-j/

A graphic editor and an interactive interface (a virtual
phonetic keyboard) were developed to allow SAMPA and
IPA input/output.

One of the possibilities of the TTS system is the
combination of different voices in different languages:
markups are foreseen with this end in view. The synthesis
may speak English (for instance) with a French voice, via the
diphone dictionary.  This also allows the reading of texts
(especially Web pages) mixing different languages, in
applications where memory and power are limited. In
addition to this, the play effect which is produced may make
us more tolerant to the unavoidable imperfections of the
synthesis. At least, this application has a theoretical interest:
studying the  influence of segmental and suprasegmental
features in the perception of foreign accents. Here, the GP
conversion and the prosody are the ones which are produced
by the linguistic processing of the language in which the text
is written (see Figure 3). Phonological phenomena such as
the reduction of English vowels towards the central schwa
(SAMPA /@/, IPA /´/) are applied, even though a French
speaker is likely to keep the underlying vowel quality of the
‘e’ in hello (h´’l´U/) and of the ‘o’ in welcome (/’wElk´m/).

Eng. Fre. Ger. Ita. Spa.
SAMPA equivalent Q O O O o

IPA equivalent Å ç ç ç o

Table 5: approximation of the vowel of the English
word dot (internal code i.e. MRPA /o/, SAMPA /Q/,
IPA /Å/ or /A/ in American) in French, German,
Italian and Spanish.

language # phones # diphones
French 37 1290
German 72 2768
Russian 66 2665

British English 90 2383
Castilian Spanish 41 1637

Brazilian Portuguese 38 883
Italian 31 960
Polish 38 1443

Table 6: number of (internal) phones and diphones in
8 languages. The high number of phones in English
comes from the fact that the initial, medium and final
positions within words are distinguished, to account
for e.g. the aspiration of unvoiced plosives in an
initial position.

Figure 3: block diagram of the program allowing a
synthetic voice to speak a foreign language.

A phonetic transcoding is performed by means of
contextual rules if necessary, which allow the distribution of
duration on one or several phonemes (typically in the case of
syllabic consonants, affricates, diphthongs or of nasal
vowels). An example is the transcoding, in SAMPA, of the
/3:/ of the English word bird (MRPA /@@/, IPA /‘ :/) into
two French phonemes: /9R/ (IPA /ø “ /).

And in the same format, a few replacing rules implicitly
capture phonetic changes between Castilian and Venezuelan
Spanish.

sT   à    s      (which takes precedence)
T     à    s    (so-called seseo phenomenon)
¥  à    ∆     (so-called yeísmo phenomenon)
x     à     h

5. Conclusions
A retailed multilingual TTS system has been presented. A
modular approach has been integrated into a common
architecture: from text normalisation (tokenisation and pre-
processing) to prosody generation, a structural approach was
privileged, even though we head for other techniques, for the
selection of acoustic units. The originality of this work lies in
a unified use of finite-state transducers. An interactive demo
is available at http://www.elan.fr. Various tests proved the
high quality of the system, but in our industrial framework,
the main evaluation comes from customers’ feedback. We
are conscious of the limitations of the syntactic analysis in
certain languages, among others for the detection of clauses
and ellipses. The system is not capable of disambiguating
heterophonous homographs like read (present/preterit in
English). A finer analysis is required. Though, the
limitations mainly come from the lack of knowledge on
prosody, particularly on pauses between phrases and on focus
phenomena, which are not or little indicated within texts.
Current semantic analyses are still limited to restricted
domains. Nonetheless, a markup language such as SABLE
[26], SSML [24] or HTML markers (links, boldface words,
etc.) enable us to envisage a more “intelligent” text reading,
while remaining based on forms (vs meaning).

Markups can be exploited for an emphasis model
(contrast or focus accent), in a somewhat stereotyped
application like the reading of Web pages. An interesting
evolution would consist of taking into account “given” and
“new” information. It is wished to pass beyond the sentence
framework, object of syntax: maybe to go as far as the
paragraph, or even to result in a document hierarchisation, so

synthesiser

phonetic
transcoding

linguistic
processing X



as not to read titles, chapters or page breaks in a linear way,
for instance.

To a certain extent, there exist, within forms, clues which
enable us to account for the meaning. Besides, additional
markups may be used to communicate attitudes and to convey
emotions. We start to work on this topic in French, English
and Spanish, in the framework of a European project,
INTERFACE, linked to the MPEG4 standard: a morphing
technique is used, so as to modify the neutral prosody
produced by TTS synthesis.
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